
Bodyguard 1551 

Chapter 1551: Yaoyao’s rebuttal (one) 

“Let me introduce myself, this is my assistant Liu Wangli, and this is the famous Private Investigator 

Wang hekan, he’s quite famous in both Songshan and Donghai.” Song Lingshan introduced Chu 

Mengyao and the others to the people who came with her. 

“So you’re a detective. I thought you were Fox song’s boss!” “Fox song, where did you guys find this 

guy?” Yushu pouted. The next time you solve a case, please look for detective Shu 007. Don’t look for 

this kind of arrogant idiot!” 

Although Chen Yushu called her a Sly Fox, she was still very satisfied after scolding Wang hekan! She was 

also quite dissatisfied with Wang hekan. He thought that just because he was a famous detective, he 

was so arrogant, as if he could find the murderer with one sentence. It was like a cartoon. 

“You …” Wang hekan was immediately angry. 

Chen Yushu rolled her eyes and ignored him. She went to the bathroom and got a basin of cold water. 

She sat beside Chu Mengyao and soaked her feet as if there was no one else around. 

Wang hekan cursed at his poor upbringing, but he didn’t say anything. He knew that Lingshan and 

Wangli weren’t happy with him, and they wouldn’t help even if the girl scolded him. 

“Miss Chu, we’re here to talk about a case. There’s been a lot of robberies in Songshan city recently, 

along with a lot of fights, assault, and sexual harassment …” The list of crimes was giving Lingshan a 

headache. How could it be Lin Yi? 

“I know, but so what?” Mengyao asked. 

Song Lingshan smiled bitterly and looked at Liu Wangli. She didn’t feel comfortable saying that the 

suspect was Lin Yi, so it was better to let Liu Wangli do it. 

“We suspect that … These cases are all related to Lin Yi …” Liu Wangli said,””Excuse me, is Lin Yi Home?” 

“Ah!” Tang Yin cried out in shock. 

“No!” Chu Mengyao had seen a lot of the world. She didn’t cry out but subconsciously became 

alert,””Lin Yi? How was that possible? Lin Yi left a long time ago, and we got a new bodyguard, can’t you 

see?” 

With that, Mengyao pointed at Chentian. 

“Miss Chu, please calm down. Of course, we’re just suspecting him, not that he’s the suspect!” “We’ll 

only be able to clear Lin Yi’s name after we find him and understand the truth, right?”Wangli explained. 

“Why are you guys suspecting Lin Yi? He didn’t do anything, so why should he clear his name?” Mengyao 

asked. 

“This … Miss Chu, please take a look at the evidence we have. I believe that in front of the evidence, 

everything else is unnecessary. Once you see the evidence, you will understand why we suspect Lin Yi!” 

Liu Wangli took out his laptop from his bag after a moment of silence. 



Whether it was Chu Mengyao or Chen Yushu, or even their bodyguard Wu Chentian, these people’s 

backgrounds couldn’t be underestimated. If they didn’t cooperate, Liu Wangli really couldn’t do 

anything! 

“What evidence?” Mengyao frowned. She knew that things weren’t looking good from the moment 

Wangli said those words. Although Lingshan and Shu didn’t get along, she knew that Lingshan and Lin Yi 

were on good terms. If Lin Yi didn’t have any problems, Lingshan wouldn’t come here herself! 

The police probably had some important evidence in their hands, and that was why they came to visit. 

Mengyao wasn’t messing around like Shu was, and she asked her questions with reason and discipline. 

Liu Wangli turned on his laptop and played the footage of the bank robbery for everyone to see … 

Mengyao, Yushu, and Tang Yun’s eyes all went wide when they saw the suspect on the screen. Even 

Chentian couldn’t help but gasp! Because the character in the image was too similar to Lin Yi. Those who 

lived with Lin Yi would be able to tell that the character in the image was basically Lin Yi. 

However, although everyone was surprised, they tacitly did not make a sound. Instead, they patiently 

watched the entire surveillance video. 

“What are you trying to say?” Mengyao asked after watching the video. 

“Miss Chu, we’re all smart people here. Don’t you think that the person in the video looks like 

someone?” Liu Wangli asked. 

“Like who? I’m sorry, forgive my poor eyesight, but the image is not very clear. I really don’t think he 

looks like anyone. Can you explain it more clearly?” Mengyao, naturally, wouldn’t admit that the person 

in the image was Lin Yi. 

“Then take a look at these photos and the car!” Liu Wangli didn’t say much, but showed the pictures of 

the car and the photographer to the girls. 

After looking at this set of photos, Chu Mengyao knew that it was useless to deny it. These photos were 

extremely clear, and the car plate number was clear. Even the mud on the body of the car could be 

clearly seen! 

“What are you trying to say? are you trying to tell me that this person is Lin Yi, and that this car is his?” 

Mengyao asked. 

“Yes, Miss Chu. We suspect that the suspect is Lin Yi. This land Rover is the car that Lin Yi drove. The 

plate number, model, and the suspect’s physical characteristics match everything!” Liu Wangli said. 

“Oh, but there’s one thing you guys missed-Lin Yi’s not in Songshan right now, he left a long time ago.” 

Mengyao said faintly. It was similar, but she didn’t think that this person was Lin Yi! 

Lin Yi was already a shareholder of pengzhan industries, and his own medical company was making 

money every day. Why would he need to Rob it? Furthermore, he was flirting with a young girl? Are you 

kidding me? He didn’t flirt with his beautiful girlfriend at home, and he also didn’t flirt with his small 

wife, Shu, who was waiting for him to flirt with. Even if he couldn’t … He could flirt with himself, right? 

And so, Chu Mengyao refused to believe that Lin Yi went out to flirt with young girls. 



“He’s not in Songshan, that’s what everyone thinks, but you can’t say for sure if he’s here or not, right?” 

“So, can you guys contact him?” Wangli explained. 
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“Plus, he’s the biggest shareholder behind miracle doctor Guan’s medical company. Do you think he’s 

short on money? Did he have the motive to commit the crime? Secondly, you all say that he flirts with 

girls, but do you think that he’s blind? The three of us are at home, and he’s teasing us at home, but he’s 

teasing someone else? Do you think that’s possible?” Mengyao continued. 

“Yeah, yeah, we’re all waiting in line to be teased!” Chen Yushu added with a nod. 

Song Lingshan was speechless. She wanted to scold Chen Yushu for being shameless, but they were on 

Lin Yi’s side, so song Lingshan didn’t say anything. If it weren’t for her status, song Lingshan would even 

say,”I’m waiting in line too!” 

“If he’s mentally abnormal, then it’s hard to say!” Wang hekan, who had been silent all this time, 

suddenly spoke again,””According to my analysis, there must be something wrong with the suspect’s 

mind. Otherwise, why would he attack innocent people after robbing the bank and gold shop? How 

much money did these innocent people have? Therefore, he must be a problematic person!” 

Chen Yushu thought, you’re the one with a problem! She picked up the basin and pretended to pour it 

away. She walked to Wang hekan’s side and “accidentally” slipped, and the whole basin of foot-washing 

water fell on his head! 

As a result, Wang hekan suddenly became a drenched chicken! 

Wang He was about to explode when he heard Yushu say,”Oh, I’m sorry, I didn’t mean to!” 

“…” Wang hekan was speechless. He already said it wasn’t intentional. If he got angry again, wouldn’t he 

look petty? Moreover, the other party was just a high school girl. It would be meaningless if you were to 

argue with her. 

“Some people are not clear-headed and always say some inexplicable things. They will be clear-headed 

after being doused with cold water!” Wu Chengtian said sarcastically. He had been holding in his anger 

for a long time now-this guy was targeting his boss Lin Yi! 

“What … What did you say?” Wang hekan was furious. 

“Bang!” Chentian slammed his palm on a metal flower stand beside the sofa, turning it into a pile of 

scrap metal. He then looked at hekan lazily,”Are you talking to me?” 

“Officer song, look, this man is threatening me with violence!” Hekan was furious and shocked-he didn’t 

think Chentian would be this strong, would he still be alive if that hit landed on his head? 

“Threatening? Didn’t you see that I was cultivating? I’m the successor of the iron hand Wu family, and I 

practice the iron hand technique every day. It’s fine if you don’t appreciate it, but you’re saying that I’m 

threatening you? are you out of your mind?” Chentian said in disdain. 

“…” Wang hekan didn’t know what to say, and he shut his mouth. 



“Alright, Xiao Wu, that’s enough. Let’s listen to officer song.” Mengyao waved her hand. She needed to 

get Lingshan and the others out of here as soon as possible, and then discuss with her dad what to do! 

Mengyao didn’t believe that Lin Yi did all this anyway-it didn’t make any sense. 

“Miss Chu, we just want to confirm, when did Lin Yi leave? Did he contact you after he left?” Lingshan 

nodded. 

“Don’t you know when he left?” Mengyao looked at Lingshan oddly. “Didn’t he say goodbye to you 

before? Moreover, you should know what he’s doing. How can he make a phone call in such a remote 

place?” 

“Well …” Song Lingshan couldn’t help but nod. Indeed, Lin Yi did say goodbye to her and Chen Yutian 

before he left. She naturally knew what Lin Yi was going to do. This question was a little unnecessary! 

“Officer song, it seems like you do have a deep relationship with the suspect?” Hekan said,””Please keep 

your position and don’t do anything that you’ll regret. You should know that I’m watching you and I can 

report your every move to your boss at any time!” 

Song Lingshan was pissed off by Wang hekan. She took a deep breath and said,”Detective Wang, I don’t 

need you to remind me about my matters.” 

“Hmph!” Wang hekan sneered and did not say anything. 

However, Mengyao’s words reminded Lingshan of a very important question. The time of the first Bank 

robbery-did it happen when she, Yutian, and Lin Yi were robbing the tomb together, or did it happen 

after the day they parted ways at the exit? 

In the tomb, there wasn’t any sunlight, and their phones and electronic devices fell into the abyss with 

their luggage when the underground palace tilted. After that, they lost track of time in the tomb, and 

they didn’t know when to rest or when to continue. However, after leaving the tomb, Lingshan and 

Yutian realized that their communication devices were all broken, and they couldn’t contact the 

headquarters. He could only walk to the nearest town, and he had forgotten the concept of time! 

However, if Lingshan could find a way to confirm when they broke up, wouldn’t she be able to clear Lin 

Yi’s name? But, the grave robbing was a secret, and even Liu Wangli and the others couldn’t tell her 

about it. She had to discuss it with Chen Yutian when she got back, and see if he remembered the time! 

Of course, there were still two other important people-Yu Xiaoke and elder Yu, but Lingshan couldn’t get 

in touch with them yet. 

“How about this, since Lin Yi left, did he drive away?” Liu Wangli knew that he wouldn’t be able to get 

anything out of Lin Yi’s whereabouts. Besides, it seemed like song Lingshan knew as much as Chu 

Mengyao and Chu Mengyao, so Liu Wangli decided to ask something else. 

“No, I didn ‘t,” Mengyao shook her head.”He’s driving someone else’s car. His car is in the garage under 

Feng Xiaoxiao’s house. It might’ve been stolen.” 

“Then, do you have the key to the garage?” Liu Wangli asked. 

“Yes …” Chu Mengyao muttered to herself and nodded. 



“Okay, can you come with us to the garage to look at the cars? If it’s really a fake license plate, then the 

details would be different, and Lin Yi wouldn’t be suspected. ” Liu Wangli said. 

“Sure …” Chu Mengyao hesitated but still agreed,””We’re leaving now?” 
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“Shu, Tang Yin, you guys stay at home. I’ll go by myself, you guys don’t have to come.” Mengyao thought 

about it and decided to go alone. Tang Yun wasn’t very experienced and Shu was always causing trouble. 

She might as well go by herself. 

“Oh, okay.” Yushu nodded obediently, understanding the importance of the situation. 

Tang Yin, on the other hand, didn’t know what to do. She just hoped that Lin Yi would be fine, but she 

couldn’t be like Chu Mengyao, going head to head with song Lingshan and reasoning with her. 

So, when Chu Mengyao asked to go out alone, Tang Yun only hesitated for a moment and agreed. 

Mengyao took the car keys and got into the police car with Lingshan and the others, heading to 

Xiaoxiao’s place. 

He’d especially cleaned the Land Rover and put it in Xiaoxiao’s garage before he left-Mengyao and 

Yushu both had cars, so they didn’t need Lin Yi ‘s. 

They arrived at Xiaoxiao’s neighborhood, and Lingshan and the others got off with Mengyao. They 

opened the garage door and saw a Land Rover parked there. 

“It’s here. The car is parked here and hasn’t moved. Do you still think that this is the car the suspect 

drove?” Mengyao asked. 

“It’s hard to judge for now. We need to check the details!” With that, Wangli took out his camera and 

took a full picture of the Land Rover in the garage. However, when he pointed at the repainted mark on 

the car, Lingshan’s face changed! 

That was because, in the photo taken by the photographer, there was a similar scratch on the Land 

Rover! 

“Captain song … You see …” Liu Wangli smiled bitterly. 

“Are there any surveillance cameras in the neighborhood? can you see if you can get the surveillance 

video near the garage?” Lingshan asked with a frown. 

“I don’t think so. This area isn’t closed off, it’s open to the public. I don’t see any surveillance cameras 

…” Wangli shook his head. 

Lingshan felt helpless at Wangli’s words-things were getting more and more complicated. She didn’t 

believe that Lin Yi did it, but all the evidence pointed at him. If Lin Yi didn’t do it, then there was only 

one possibility-someone was trying to frame him! 

“Miss Chu, please take a look at the scratch marks on this car. This is the car that the suspect is driving, 

and it has the same scratch marks!” Liu Wangli smiled bitterly as he pulled out a photo from his laptop, 

letting Chu Mengyao compare it with the paint on the car. 



“Ah!” Mengyao froze when she saw the picture-she didn’t think that the features of the car in the 

picture would match Lin Yi’s car completely! Even the smallest details were the same! 

“Miss Chu, we can’t be sure if these two cars are the same car, but it seems like it’s pretty close …” Liu 

Wangli smiled bitterly,””I’ll send the photo to the technical department for identification later, but 

please be mentally prepared.” 

“Maybe someone’s trying to frame Lin Yi?” “Lin Yi has a lot of enemies too,” Mengyao said suddenly. 

“Could it be these people?” 

“That’s hard to say-we’ll talk about it after we find Lin Yi!” “Thank you for your cooperation,” Wangli 

said,”I’ll leave the car with you for now, but we’ll be looking for you to drive it away for an appraisal at 

any time. ” 

“Sure.” Mengyao nodded, her heart in a mess. She didn’t say anything, but all the evidence was on Lin Yi 

… 

Song Lingshan drove Chu Mengyao back to the villa and brought the three of them back to the police 

station. Song Lingshan’s heart was heavy as well. After returning to the police station, she told Liu 

Wangli to hand the evidence to the technical department. Then, she drove to the hospital to check the 

time of their visit to the tomb with Chen Yutian. 

At the same time, the phone of an Jianwen’s number one underling, Scorpion, rang. 

“Boss, I’ve followed your orders and tried my best to put the blame on Lin Yi, but the police don’t seem 

to believe me. Especially that song Lingshan, she’s very stubborn. Do you need me to report this to their 

boss?” “I’m quite influential here, I’m sure Lingshan’s boss will ask her to leave!”The person on the 

other end of the phone said. 

“No need. If you ask her to leave, it will only raise suspicion!” “Over there,” Scorpion said,”just do your 

best!” 

“Okay, boss!” “Don’t use that Land Rover anymore, the police have found Lin Yi’s car!”The man on the 

phone said. 

“I know.” “I’ll get a new car,”Scorpion said. 

“Okay, boss. I’ll contact you at any time if I have any news … But my pay …” The person on the phone 

asked about his pay at the end. 

“Don’t worry, I’ve already transferred five million Yuan to the account you provided. Once this is settled, 

you’ll get the remaining five million!” “But you’ll have to keep us in the dark!” Scorpion said. 

“No problem, boss. You know that I’ll work for whoever pays me more!” The person on the phone 

quickly said. 

Scorpion hung up and walked towards Jianwen’s room, but as soon as he opened the door, he saw 

Jianwen lying on the ground, howling at the ceiling light! 

“Master Wen … You …” Scorpion jumped in shock as he looked at Jianwen with a weird expression, not 

knowing what was going on. 



Jianwen saw Scorpion and got up from the ground, his face calm and composed,”Oh, I’m working out. 

It’s a kind of fitness exercise. Don’t be so surprised!” 

“Oh …” Scorpion nodded, he didn’t think much about it,””Master Wen, part of our plan has succeeded, 

but that song Lingshan doesn’t seem to believe it …” 
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“I see. Young master an, you’re so thoughtful!” Scorpion said in admiration. 

“Naturally!” Jianwen nodded, pleased with himself. He’d wanted Lin Yi to go to jail at first, but after 

thinking about it, he realized that there might still be some flaws even with all the evidence. He didn’t 

want to dwell on it anymore since his main purpose was to distract the police, “Where’s the professor? 

Go find him, I’ll ask him how his research is going!” 

“The professor’s in the lab, but he said before that if you ask, I have to tell you that his research has 

reached a critical stage-if it’s successful, he can temporarily raise a person’s strength to Mystic, and 

that’s very important to us robbing noble houses!” Scorpion said. 

“Not bad, this professor Yin is a talent!” Jianwen nodded, satisfied,”we’ve pretty much used up all the 

money in Songshan. Next, we’ll move to Donghai-there’s a lot of rich people there!” Scorpion, you have 

to be careful this time, don’t expose yourself. At the critical moment, get that guy out to be the 

scapegoat, and then we’ll go to the eastern sea and continue our work!” 

“Don’t worry master Wen! I’ll be careful!” Scorpion quickly nodded. 

Mengyao was troubled after she got back to the villa, and Tang Yun and Yushu knew something was 

wrong just by looking at her. Chentian, on the other hand, closed the door and stood by the living room 

with a serious face. 

Mengyao took out her phone-it had all the detailed pictures of the car she took in Xiaoxiao’s garage, as 

well as the other pictures the photographer took. 

She pushed the phone in front of Tang Yun and Chen Yushu and told them what happened in the 

garage,””That’s the situation. What do you think we should do? But I don’t think it’s possible that Lin Yi 

did it-someone’s probably trying to frame him!” 

“Yaoyao, you’re right. Lin Yi didn’t do it, someone’s trying to frame him!” Tang Yin chose to believe in Lin 

Yi unconditionally. 

“That’s right, that’s right, shield bro was acting like Shu when he was at home, I could cooperate with 

anything, why would I commit a crime?” Chen Yushu was a firm supporter of Lin Yi and had never 

wavered. 

Chen Yushu’s words made Chu Mengyao and Tang Yun’s nervous faces reveal a smile. This Chen Yushu 

was really a happy person. No matter how worried they were, she could always make them relax. 

“Yaoyao … You know, I’ve never been in this situation before … I really don’t know what to do …” Tang 

Yun smiled bitterly,””I feel like I’m still useless, I can’t help Lin Yi with anything …” 



“Don’t say that, Yunyun-I can’t do much, actually. ” Mengyao sighed,”we’ve got no other choice but to 

bring it out for everyone to discuss ……” 

“I … Can I interrupt …” Chentian suddenly raised his hand and asked. 

“Of course you can, go ahead.” Mengyao nodded, signaling for Chentian to continue. 

“Sisters-in-law, I think you’re just making things difficult for yourselves …” Wu Chengtian couldn’t take it 

anymore. 

“Mediocrity?” Mengyao blinked-as for the way Chentian called them sisters-in-law in private, she’d 

gotten used to it already-she’d just have to “suffer” for a bit if Shu and Tang Yun were happy. 

“Yeah, boss Lin Yi’s such a powerful being, how could he be framed?” Chentian said, full of 

confidence.”Looking at boss Lin Yi’s actions, didn’t those Little Rascals fall under boss Lin Yi’s feet in the 

end? Even a proud and powerful person like me has to bow down to boss Lin Yi in the end-I feel like the 

person who set boss Lin Yi up won’t get what he wants, and he’ll be beaten up by boss Lin Yi sooner or 

later!” 

“Ugh …” Mengyao was a little speechless, but Chentian’s words made sense! It was true-no matter what 

trouble Lin Yi had encountered, he solved it in the end, and he’d never let Mengyao down. So this time, 

Lin Yi wasn’t worried at all, but they were. Weren’t they worrying for nothing? 

“I think you sisters-in-law should just focus on your studies. As for these things, boss Lin Yi will take care 

of them when he comes back. You don’t have to worry about it.” Chentian said confidently. 

“You’re right, we’re overthinking it. Lin Yi should be able to solve it. ” “Shu, Yun Yun, let’s go upstairs and 

study …” Mengyao nodded. 

Tang Yun and Chen Yushu’s eyes brightened up at Wu Chengtian’s words. Their worries were indeed 

unnecessary. 

Lingshan went straight to Yutian’s room-he had to make a name for himself at the noble House meeting, 

and so he’d been following Lin Yi’s orders and pretending to be heavily injured. 

Yutian was surprised to see Lingshan here.”Lingshan, you don’t have to come if you’re busy with work. 

I’m fine here by myself.” 

“Yutian bro, I’m here because something big happened in Songshan!” With that, Lingshan summarized 

all the cases that had happened recently, including her suspicion that Lin Yi was a suspect. 

“Lin Yi? How is that possible?” Yutian shook his head subconsciously.”You mentioned the time of the 

ancient tomb? Although my equipment is broken, I brought a mini recording pen with me to collect 

evidence. It’s been working ever since we entered the tomb, so you can calculate the number of days 

we’ve been in the tomb based on the length of the recording. You can then calculate where Lin Yi was at 

that time!” 

“That’s great!” Song Lingshan was a little excited after hearing Chen Yutian’s words. If Chen Yutian 

wasn’t a man, she really would have kissed him. This evidence came at the right time! 



Yutian handed the pen to Lingshan, knowing that she was in a hurry to clear Lin Yi’s name. He didn’t ask 

her to stay, only telling her to let him know if there was any good news. 
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There were many talents in the Firewolf gang, so it was not difficult to fake something. It was still 

possible to hide it from some technological means. 

However, song Lingshan didn’t care about this. She went back to the police station and locked herself in 

her office, starting to calculate the time of Chen Yutian’s recording pen! 

Soon, the results were out-the day they left the tomb was the day after the first Bank robbery in 

Songshan! With this strong evidence in hand, everything else was just floating clouds! 

Lingshan was very excited-she didn’t waste a second and called huaijun right away! 

“Lingshan, how’s the situation over there?” Huaijun, on the other hand, knew that the task force was 

suspicious of Lin Yi, and so he dropped everything he was doing and drove back to Songshan, almost at 

the police station. 

“Chief yang, I’ve got some key evidence that can prove Lin Yi’s innocence. Where are you? can you come 

back to the station?” Lingshan asked. 

“I’ll be at the police station soon, wait for me in the office!” Huaijun said. 

As expected, huaijun came knocking on her door after a while-only her higher-ups knew about it, and 

Lingshan wasn’t sure if she should tell her subordinates about it, so she had to discuss it with huaijun! 

As for the archeologists wanting to explore the tomb, Yutian told them not to go now. The danger in the 

tomb was beyond their imagination. They might die if they went in! 

“Chief yang, this is the complete recording of me, Chen Yutian, and Lin Yi entering the tomb together. 

With this, we can deduce that during the first Bank robbery in Songshan, Lin Yi was with us in the tomb, 

he didn’t have the time to commit the crime!” “Yutian and I are the best witnesses!” Lingshan said. 

“Oh?” Huaijun blinked, but nodded. “That’s right, with that, we can temporarily clear Lin Yi’s name, but 

things aren’t that simple. You should show us the evidence first-the case is basically closed now, and we 

can make it public. Old hei and the others will be tried in a few days. ” 

“Alright!” Song Lingshan nodded and quickly called Liu Wangli, Wang hekan and the others to her office 

for a meeting. 

When everyone was present, Lingshan tossed out the key evidence. The recording and Lingshan both 

became Lin Yi’s alibis, and from this, they could conclude that Lin Yi wasn’t the one who committed the 

first Bank robbery! 

“What does this mean?” After hearing Lingshan’s evidence, hekan said,””The suspect was masked from 

the beginning to the end. I think that Lin Yi might’ve set up a trap for the first robbery case. He found 

someone with a similar physique to him and used you and Yutian as his alibis!” 



“…” Song Lingshan was speechless. This Wang hekan really dared to think of anything. However, she had 

to admit that Wang hekan’s suspicion was real! “Your suspicion is too low,” Lingshan continued,”let’s 

not talk about where Lin Yi found someone similar to him to do this, but if he really did find someone 

that powerful, why would he disguise himself as someone like that? Wasn’t this just looking for trouble 

for himself? How good would it be for him to get someone he doesn’t know to Rob!” 

“Didn’t I tell you? This suspect is most likely a psychopath, so his actions can’t be understood by 

ordinary people. ” “He’s using his own image to provoke us!”Wang hekan said. 

“Since he’s not afraid of exposing his identity, why does he need an alibi? Wouldn’t that be 

unnecessary?” Lingshan asked. 

“That’s why I said that he’s a psychopath, and he wanted to provoke the police. That’s why he 

deliberately set up a maze to confuse you!” “This way, you’ll fall into the reverse thinking of the suspect. 

Even you’ll think that he can’t be the suspect, but that someone else is framing him on purpose. Then 

he’ll have achieved his goal! And you’re asking where we can find someone who looks like Lin Yi, that’s 

even easier to explain. If even you guys think that someone set Lin Yi up and found someone who looks 

like him to impersonate, then can’t Lin Yi find someone who looks like him to impersonate himself?” 

“…” Song Lingshan didn’t know what to say. However, she couldn’t refute Wang hekan’s words. 

Although the possibility was small, it didn’t mean that it didn’t happen. 

“What I said makes sense, doesn’t it?” “Don’t forget, I’m a famous detective,” hekan said proudly,”no 

sneaky suspect can escape my sharp eyes!” 

“So you’re saying that Lin Yi’s the suspect?” Lingshan asked. 

“I can only say that the evidence you’ve presented further proves that Lin Yi’s abnormal, and further 

confirms that the possibility of Lin Yi being the suspect is even higher. If it was fifty percent before, it’s 

eighty percent now!” “I suggest that we put Lin Yi on the wanted list now!” Hekan said. 

“It’s still too early for the arrest warrant. We can’t do it without concrete evidence. ” “We don’t even 

know the suspect’s face yet,” huaijun said.”It’s a bit too rash to put Lin Yi on the wanted list. ” 

“It’s just a suggestion,” Hekan said helplessly after huaijun’s decision. 

Lin Yi returned to his Inn when all the evidence in Songshan started to point at him. 

What surprised Lin Yi was that qikun didn’t leave-he was waiting for him at the inn! Lin Yi had just 

reached the inn’s Square when qikun rushed out to greet him! 

From the looks of it, it must be hard on this guy to pay attention to Lin Yi’s movements every day. 

“Brother Ling, you’re finally back! I was so worried-if it weren’t for the Ice Palace, I would’ve gone up to 

look for you!” Qikun said passionately. 

“Ha …” Lin Yi smiled faintly, naturally not buying his bullshit,””Then I’ll have to trouble you. You’re 

waiting for me, is there anything?” 

Chapter 1556: Successful experiment 



“I’m going back to Donghai, and you’re definitely going back to Songshan. We’re going the same way, so 

we can keep each other company … Oh, right, brother Ling, where’s your girlfriend?” 

“He’s in the Ice Palace for treatment. ” Lin Yi didn’t explain too much to qikun-he couldn’t open his heart 

to this guy yet, so he was still holding back and just treated him as a normal friend! 

“So that’s how it is. Then I really have to congratulate brother Ling!” Qikun said. 

“En … It’s nothing much. Let’s pack up and go back.” Lin Yi didn’t want to talk about this. 

“Alright, I’m all packed up and ready to set off at any time. Brother Ling, what about you? Aren’t you 

going to rest for a night?” Qikun asked. 

“No, there’s no need to rest. Let’s go.” Lin Yi was thinking about his family. Feng Xiaoxiao’s matter had 

come to an end for now, and all that was left was the college entrance exam. If he could make it in time, 

he could take the college entrance exam! 

Plus, the noble House meeting was just around the corner, and Lin Yi had to go with Yutian. What 

worried him the most was that he didn’t find the chance to break through to Earth Class during the test-

perhaps it was because he just broke through to Mystic late phase, so he wasn’t even at peak late phase 

yet. 

If Lin Yi didn’t become an Earth Class, he wouldn’t be able to make Yutian and Lingshan Earth Class no 

matter what. Before Lin Yi reached Earth Class, the limit of mass producing Masters was Mystic early 

phase. 

After checking out at the inn, Lin Yi and qikun drove away, heading towards Songshan … 

In order to lock onto the suspect’s tracks, Lingshan sent more police officers to guard the area around 

Xiaoxiao’s garage. The purpose was to make sure that the suspect would be discovered as soon as he 

came here to pick up the car. 

However, to her disappointment, the suspect seemed to have disappeared without a trace. He didn’t 

appear in front of the public again, and he didn’t continue to commit crimes. He didn’t even come to the 

garage to get the car! 

Of course, an Jianwen had Scorpion take care of the fake Land Rover already. ” 01 “didn’t go out to 

commit crimes, he was doing the professor’s biological experiments! 

The professor could now turn the potential of a test subject into a Mystic late phase peak physical 

practitioner-but of course, it was only for an instant, and the duration was only three to five minutes. 

Under normal circumstances, it didn’t need to be activated. 

“Master Wen, I’ve made a capsule with the medicine and put it in 01” s mouth. Once he meets an 

enemy he can’t beat, he’ll automatically follow the hypnotist’s second order, which is to bite the capsule 

open. This way, 01 “s strength will instantly become Mystic late phase peak, but it can only last for three 

to five minutes. Because the Medicine’s activity isn’t stable, we can only estimate the time,” The 

professor reported to Jianwen immediately after the experiment was successful. 

“Not bad!” Jianwen praised after hearing the professor’s words. “That’s already pretty good. I’m afraid 

that the police will call for experts from the supernatural Investigation Bureau to help them catch 01. 



I’m afraid that 01 won’t be able to escape. If 01 is caught by the police, then the plan will fail 

completely! This way, as long as 01 can escape in an instant, there won’t be any problems!” 

“There’s another piece of good news!” ” 01″ s instant strength limit is Mystic late phase peak, but under 

normal circumstances, I’ve used the medicine to push him to Mystic early phase as well, and the 

duration is about two hours!”The professor said. 

“Not bad, you’ve improved-you could only maintain your golden class strength for this long before, but 

now you’re Mystic! One more step, and as long as we can keep 01 “s strength at Mystic late phase peak, 

we’ll be able to Rob the noble houses, hehe!” “That’s right,” Jianwen said, satisfied.”You said that you’ve 

already made the medicine into a capsule. Can you prepare some for me so I can carry it around with 

me? wouldn’t I become a physical master of Mystic late phase peak?” 

“I’m afraid this won’t do!” The professor quickly shook his head.”Master Wen, the side effects of the 

current medicine are extremely severe. It has a strong destructive effect on the brain. After taking it, the 

person will slowly become an idiot. They can only move under the hypnotist’s orders, but they’ll 

completely lose their consciousness!” 

“So scary? Then I don’t want it!” Jianwen jumped-what a joke! That’d make him a zombie! 

“Don’t worry too much, master Wen. I’m also working hard on the research. When my mentor left, he 

took most of the information with him. I can only restore it slowly, but don’t worry. In the future, there 

will definitely be potions that can be used by ordinary people. It will make master Wen an expert!” The 

professor said. 

“That’s great!” An Jianwen fantasized about the moment he became a master. Didn’t chu Mengyao like 

to find bodyguards? After he killed Lin Yi, he’d volunteer to be Mengyao’s bodyguard, and he’d be able 

to take the beauty home! At that thought, Jianwen was excited.”Right, let 01 continue with the crime-

the bigger the commotion, the better. It’d be best if the public were angry-even if the final suspect isn’t 

Lin Yi, they’d still reject him!” 

“Okay, master Wen, I’ll arrange for him to continue with the crime, but this time he won’t be driving. Let 

him ride a motorcycle!” Scorpion said. 

“It’s best to be ruthless. Then, find an opportunity to show your face and let the police lock onto the 

suspect!” Jianwen said. 

“Sure, no problem!” Scorpion nodded. 

…………………… 

“Boss Lin Yi, it’s too Blizzard up ahead, let’s find a place to hide!” Qikun stopped the car and stuck his 

head out, calling out to Lin Yi’s car. 

Qikun was a Mystic, and he had a lot of pure Qi-Lin Yi didn’t need to open the window to hear him. 

Lin Yi stopped the car as well-the blizzard was indeed very heavy, and the visibility was very low. They 

couldn’t see anything at all, and so qikun volunteered to be the vanguard, lighting up the lights to guide 

Lin Yi. 

“Then let’s rest for a while. We’ll find a place to hide.” Lin Yi said. 



Although there were no obstacles, pedestrians, or vehicles on the road, it was still dangerous to drive 

like this. 

Chapter 1557: Lin Yi’s master 

“Alright, you lead the way!” Lin Yi said with a nod. 

“Alright, boss Lin Yi, just follow me!” With that, qikun drove towards the cave-the car had a GPS system, 

and although they couldn’t see clearly, they could still find the general direction. Plus, this was an 

endless field of snow, and they were both in an off-road vehicle, so there shouldn’t be any danger. 

Lin Yi drove after them. The snow wasn’t this heavy when Lin Yi first arrived, but it started on the third 

day of his arrival. It didn’t stop until now, and the two had to stop and walk. 

As expected, the two came to a cave under qikun’s lead, and he got off the car with some camping 

supplies before entering the cave with Lin Yi. 

“There aren’t any dead branches nearby. Otherwise, it would be good to pick them up and start a fire,” 

Lin Yi said after looking around the cave. 

“It’s fine, boss Lin Yi, I have a quick fire pile here, we can use it right away!” Qikun took out a quick 

lighter from his luggage and placed it in front of Lin Yi! 

Lin Yi didn’t know whether to laugh or cry-this Zhao qikun even brought so many things with him. Was 

he here to test or to camp? 

“You sure have everything!” Lin Yi said. 

“Of course, there’s even a sleeping bag! Boss Lin Yi, let’s spend the night in the cave!” Qikun opened his 

bag to show off, and there was a sleeping bag inside. 

Lin Yi was speechless.””I don’t need it, I’ll just sit on the ground and cultivate.” 

“That works too! “Then I don’t need it either-we’re both practitioners, we don’t need to enjoy …” Qikun 

didn’t want to, but since Lin Yi didn’t need a sleeping bag, he didn’t need one either. 

“I’m not enjoying it. I’m just afraid that something might happen and I can’t attack while I’m in the 

sleeping bag!” “If an enemy comes, you’ll just be sitting in the sleeping bag and getting beaten up,” Lin 

Yi said with a bitter smile. 

“You’re right, but we’re in the wilderness. There aren’t even any animals, so how could there be any 

enemies?” Qikun said, shaking his head. 

“Don’t speak, someone’s coming!” Lin Yi said suddenly. 

“Ah?” Qikun paused-he was just about to say that boss Lin Yi wasn’t joking when he heard heavy 

footsteps as well, getting closer and closer … There really were people! “Who’s here?”qikun jumped, 

surprised. 

“I don’t know, but this person’s zhenqi is dense. I can tell from his footsteps!” Lin Yi frowned, alert! 

There was no doubt that they were cultivators! But Lin Yi didn’t understand why this guy was releasing 



his Qi when he was walking, making it look like he was showing off his strength. Did he find out about 

him and qikun, or did he have some other goal? 

“Ah? Are you also a cultivator?” Qikun subconsciously tensed up,”Could it be the people from the Ice 

Palace?” 

“Why are they chasing us?” “Don’t say anything,”Lin Yi said faintly,” just listen. They might not be 

coming for us. ” 

“Alright!” Qikun nodded. 

However, he was really unlucky this time. The footsteps were getting closer and closer, and it seemed to 

be coming in the direction of the cave! 

“He’s here, be careful. ” Lin Yi wasn’t too worried-the Jade wasn’t sending any signals, so they weren’t in 

danger yet. That person, on the other hand, might be aggressive, but he didn’t necessarily come for 

them. 

“Boss Lin Yi, are we going to make a move …” Qikun asked worriedly. 

“No, let’s take a look first.” Lin Yi said, shaking his head. 

As they spoke, the sound of footsteps approached. Clearly, the person was already not far from the cave 

entrance! 

“Yi, there’s a hole here. Let this old man check it carefully!” Suddenly, the person outside the cave 

spoke. His voice was deep, but it was old and tired, as if he hadn’t rested for a long time! 

Qikun shivered-the man was getting closer, and they could feel his strength-it was Sky Class late phase 

peak! 

“Boss Lin Yi, Sky Class late phase peak …” Qikun’s scalp was going to explode,””What’s the meaning of 

this person revealing his strength?” 

“I’m not sure, let’s see. ” Lin Yi had crossed paths with the sect master a few times in the Ice Palace, and 

wasn’t as afraid of Sky Class Masters as he was before. He just didn’t know what this person’s goal was 

yet. 

Was he just passing by, or did he have other plans? He had found a cave, so what was the point of 

checking it carefully? 

Finally, the person came to the entrance of the cave and saw the fire and Lin Yi and qikun-he was 

evidently surprised and couldn’t help but let out a cry of surprise! 

Lin Yi and qikun, on the other hand, saw the man’s face-he was in his fifties or sixties, his hair 

disheveled, and his clothes tattered. But he was a Sky Class master, and it was hard to tell his actual age. 

From the way this person was dressed, he looked like a homeless man or an old lunatic-he didn’t have 

the air of a Sky Class master at all! 



The strange man entered the cave and blinked at Lin Yi. Lin Yi was about to ask when the strange man 

charged at Lin Yi like a madman! Lin Yi’s heart skipped a beat as he activated the art of Dragon mastery, 

using his Qi to protect his body. But how could he Dodge a Sky Class master’s speed? 

The strange man was in front of Lin Yi in an instant and grabbed Lin Yi’s shoulders with both hands. Just 

as Lin Yi was about to resist, the strange man suddenly shouted,”Disciple! My dear disciple, I’ve finally 

found you!” 

“？”Lin Yi paused, not knowing what the man meant, but at the same time, he let out a breath of relief. 

The man had released his Qi, but he didn’t have any intention of attacking Lin Yi. Even his hands that 

were holding onto Lin Yi’s shoulders didn’t use any strength! 

“My good disciple, I knew that you could avoid those people!” “But, it’s been more than twenty years, 

why didn’t you come and find me?” the strange man cried out excitedly. I’ve been looking for you so 

hard!” 

Chapter 1558: -wrong person? 

“You … You must have the wrong person …” Lin Yi smiled bitterly. 

“How could I be wrong? How could she be mistaken? You are clearly my disciple. Li ‘er, do you know 

your master? It’s me! Take a look!” With that, the weird man pushed his messy hair aside and turned to 

Lin Yi.”Look at your master. Li ‘er, look carefully!” 

“Old Mister, you really got the wrong person … I’m not li ‘er …” Lin Yi started to pity this old man. It 

seemed that this old man must have lost his disciple, and became a little demented! 

Moreover, his disciple seemed to have been hunted down by some enemy. Otherwise, he couldn’t say 

that he had escaped from those people! 

“You’re not … You’re not … Impossible! Why aren’t you one?” The brute suddenly exerted force on Lin 

Yi’s shoulders, causing Lin Yi a lot of pain. Fortunately, he didn’t use pure Qi, so he didn’t cause Lin Yi any 

harm! 

“I’m really not … Sir, you’ve got the wrong person …” Lin Yi smiled bitterly. To be honest, he did feel 

some sympathy for the old man, but there was nothing he could do about it. He couldn’t communicate 

with this crazy person. 

“No… Why are you not? You clearly … Ah!” The strange man screamed in pain, his eyes turning red. He 

pushed Lin Yi away and held his head with both hands as if he was in pain. He sat on the ground and 

screamed,”It hurts … My head hurts … Ah … My disciple, you killed my disciple … No… My disciple is 

definitely not dead …” 

The strange man’s sudden actions made Lin Yi and qikun jump, but it seemed like his mental illness was 

acting up or his old injuries were acting up-either way, he was rolling on the ground in pain! 

“Boss Lin Yi, how about we kill him now?” Qikun said after some hesitation, a flash of ruthlessness in his 

eyes. 



Lin Yi was just about to shake his head when he saw the weird man push himself off the ground with his 

hands and jump up, flying in front of qikun and grabbing his arms,”Who do you want to kill? It’s you! It 

was you who killed li ‘er, it was you! I’m going to kill you and take revenge for li ‘er!” 

With that, the weird man applied some force and qikun’s arms made two cracking sounds-they were 

broken! 

Qikun was a practitioner, but even he was in so much pain that cold sweat started dripping down his 

forehead. His legs went soft as he subconsciously called for help,”Boss Lin Yi, save me!” 

Lin Yi was also quite shocked by the strange man’s sudden move, but he didn’t attack just yet! 

The guy was Sky Class late phase peak-he wouldn’t even fight an Earth Class for a guy he’d just met, let 

alone Sky Class! Plus, this strange man was mentally unstable-reasoning with him wouldn’t work, and 

this made things difficult for Lin Yi! 

Should he make a move or not? 

It was true that he didn’t know qikun for long, but he couldn’t just ignore the fact that qikun was calling 

him boss, but how was he supposed to do that now? 

“Old Sir, he didn’t kill your disciple. Take a closer look, did you recognize the wrong person?” Lin Yi had 

no choice but to force himself to explain, hoping that the man would understand him and let qikun go. 

Otherwise, it’d be suicide. 

“Yeah, yeah, I didn’t kill him. Look carefully, I’m Zhao qikun, a member of the Hidden House Zhao … I’m 

not the enemy you’re looking for!” Qikun was about to cry-what was this Sky Class doing, saying that he 

killed his disciple? he wasn’t an idiot, what was wrong with him killing a Sky Class master’s disciple? 

“It’s you! Don’t try to quibble, this old man will take your dog life to avenge li ‘er!” The weird man 

reached out his hand, ready to slap qikun’s head, making him pee his pants! 

“Oh my God … Boss Lin Yi, save me …” Qikun knew that Lin Yi’s chances of helping were low-he couldn’t 

beat a Sky Class master, after all, and this was a Sky Class late phase peak-Lin Yi couldn’t just do 

anything, but he still subconsciously begged for help. 

Lin Yi was also very nervous, but he couldn’t do anything. He ran over and grabbed the weird man’s 

arm,”Master, li ‘er is here. He didn’t kill her. He’s her friend …” 

The weird man heard Lin Yi’s words and his body trembled. His hand that was about to hit qikun’s head 

stopped and pushed him away. He didn’t even bother with him and turned to Lin Yi excitedly,”Li ‘er, li’ 

er, your master has finally found you. This is great!” 

With that, the strange man gave Lin Yi a bear hug. Lin Yi frowned at the moldy smell coming from the 

man’s body! From the looks of it, this strange man had not changed his clothes or taken a bath for a long 

time! 

However, Lin Yi didn’t resist in order to calm the man down,””Master, I miss you so much …” 



Qikun let out a breath of relief as he admired Lin Yi’s quick-witted mind-he’d be dead if it weren’t for Lin 

Yi’s quick reaction! Even if Lin Yi sent the news back to the Hidden House Zhao, they wouldn’t go after a 

Sky Class late phase peak old lunatic for revenge! 

“Li ‘er, my good disciple, I knew you didn’t die!” The strange man said, but let go of Lin Yi as soon as he 

finished. He held his head and went crazy again.”So painful, my head hurts so much. Ah, sob, sob, li ‘er 

…” 

Lin Yi was shocked by the strange man’s actions as well, afraid that he’d go crazy again. He quickly took 

out the silver needles he always carried with him and quickly inserted them into the man’s head, but 

he’d only inserted two before the strange man raged,”Who are you? are you trying to kill me? You’re 

shooting hidden weapons!” 

“Master, it’s me, I’m here to treat your headache …” Lin Yi said. 

“Good … Good … My good disciple, I’m relieved to see you! Your martial uncle and his people are 

betraying us and colluding with evil people. They want to kill us, master and disciple!” The red in the 

man’s eyes faded away after hearing Lin Yi’s words, and he returned to his calm state, allowing Lin Yi to 

put the needles into his head … 

Chapter 1559: Lin Yi’s sigh 

“I’m fine, I’m really fine. My good disciple, where did you learn such medical skills?” The strange man 

was both surprised and happy.”That’s right. You must have seen that I was in too much pain, so you 

went to learn medicine. No wonder I couldn’t find you!” 

“Yes, master …” Lin Yi replied with a bitter smile. 

“Li ‘er is really too good to master. Master is very gratified!” The strange man laughed heartily. After a 

while, he suddenly said,”Li ‘er, wait for your master here. Wait for your master to bring back an item for 

you!” 

After saying that, the strange man flew out of the cave without saying a word and disappeared into the 

vast snow. There was no trace of him in an instant! With the speed of a Sky Class master, Mystic class 

Masters wouldn’t be able to see him at full speed. 

“Phew …” Lin Yi let out a long breath after the weird man left, but qikun was even more so-he was 

almost scared to death! 

“Boss Lin Yi, you’re the best! You tricked that old crazy man so easily!” Qikun’s arms hung down as he 

said, still a little scared. 

“Don’t talk nonsense, he might hear you. ” “He’s a poor guy too, his disciple was killed, causing him to 

lose his mind …”Lin Yi said faintly. 

“You’re right … By the way, boss, what should I do with my arm …” Qikun was a practitioner-the pain 

wasn’t much, but he couldn’t just let his arms hang down like that-he couldn’t even drive. 

“I’ll treat you. ” Lin Yi walked over and activated his art of Dragon mastery, placing his hand on qikun’s 

wound! 



“Ah!” Qikun’s eyes went wide in disbelief as he looked at his injured body-it was healing miraculously! 

His twisted arm was now back to normal! 

“It’s done,” Lin Yi said as he let go of qikun’s arms. 

“No way? Boss Lin Yi, how are you so strong?” Qikun raised both his hands in surprise. When he saw Lin 

Yi treating the weird man’s head, he didn’t think much of it since it wasn’t a secret that Lin Yi was a 

miracle doctor. He even messed with Yaowang, so it was normal for him to be better than him. 

However, this move of Lin Yi’s was beyond his knowledge. Lin Yi could use pure Qi to heal people-this 

was beyond his imagination! His arm had recovered in such a short time! 

“I know some healing-type mental cultivation methods.” Lin Yi didn’t explain too much and shifted the 

topic to the healing arts. 

“Healing-type mental cultivation method? You’re awesome!” Qikun gave him a big thumbs up.”Zhao 

Qibing, that idiot! He’s overestimating himself to fight with you, boss!” 

“You want to be the head of the Hidden House Zhao?” Lin Yi asked. 

“Swish!” Qikun blinked-this was something everyone knew, but he wasn’t used to Lin Yi saying it so 

directly. He was a little embarrassed, but he still nodded,”This … Of course. Which of the more 

outstanding disciples of the Hidden House Zhao doesn’t want to be the head of the house? But I’m not 

the direct descendant, so I don’t have the advantage … If Zhao Qibing didn’t appear, I might have been 

able to take over the position if I worked hard, but now …” 

“You don’t have to explain so much. If you want to be the successor, I’ll find a way to help you. If you 

don ‘t, then let’s forget about it!” Lin Yi said faintly. 

“Of course I want to. Boss, do you have a good idea?” Qikun’s eyes lit up. 

“Not at the moment.” “But I’ll think about it. Since you’ve accepted me as your boss, I’ll do my best to 

help you. But if you betray me in the future, I won’t let you go. So think carefully, are you still going to 

accept me as your boss?” Lin Yi said. 

From what happened to the Ice Palace, Lin Yi felt how small he was-in front of the huge Ice Palace, he 

had no way to fight back! Even if Lin Yi became a Sky Class and had the right to speak in front of the sect 

master, he still didn’t have the strength to be on the same level as the sect! 

If he wanted to face these ancient houses and sects head on, he had to have his own strength, and these 

noble houses and hidden houses could be Lin Yi’s support. As long as he pulled them into his camp, then 

even if he couldn’t compete with the ancient sects and Noble houses, he would have the strength to 

challenge them, and he wouldn’t be in a passive position like today! 

This was also the first time Lin Yi had the idea of getting allies. When he came to Songshan city before, 

he only had the attitude of carrying out a mission and didn’t want to get too deep into it, but now, he 

had to plan for the future! 

For himself, for his lover and friends, Lin Yi had already stepped onto a path of no return. This path had 

already deviated from the path that Lin Yi and even old Lin had expected. Right now, Lin Yi was like a 



boat going against the current-if he didn’t advance, he would fall back. Only by constantly moving 

forward on the path of a strong person could he better protect himself, his lover and friends! 

The Lin Yi of the past never thought that he’d step onto this path one day, but he’d unknowingly walked 

further and further away from it. He’d come to a sudden stop, but there was no turning back. 

The first thing Lin Yi needed to do was to make sure he had all the resources he could use! Yu Bing, 

Chentian, Yutian, and Lingshan were all loyal people, and Lin Yi wanted to see what qikun was thinking. 

If he was just using each other, then Lin Yi would help him, but he wouldn’t put him in his core camp. 

Qikun fell into deep thought after hearing Lin Yi’s words. 

He was a smooth person, but he wasn’t stupid-he understood what Lin Yi meant by that question, but 

he didn’t say yes directly-that’d be too fake, and he couldn’t just do it blindly! 

He knew Lin Yi’s methods, and he knew how cruel he was to his enemies. That illegitimate brother of his 

was one example, and so he wouldn’t go back on his word. 

He had to consider it carefully! Lin Yi was asking him to make a stand, and qikun knew that if he agreed 

now, he’d be on Lin Yi’s side from now on-he’d have to pay a heavy price if he wanted to go back on his 

word! 

However, he had to think about it carefully before he decided to tie himself, and even the Hidden House 

Zhao that he would control in the future, to Lin Yi’s war chariot! 

Chapter 1560: Half a treasure map 

Earlier, when he saw Lin Yi punching naipao and kicking nitian, he knew that Lin Yi wasn’t a normal 

person, and just now, Lin Yi miraculously healed his broken arm in an instant-this made him even more 

shocked! 

If Lin Yi was that strong, then what was wrong with following him wholeheartedly? Plus, she’d become 

the head of the Hidden House Zhao, and Yu Bing would become the head of the Hidden House Yu. Both 

of them would be Lin Yi’s little brothers, which meant that house Yu and house Zhao would become 

close allies, much more secure than the marriage before! 

This way, the Hidden House Zhao’s strength would increase by leaps and bounds. Under Lin Yi’s 

protection, normal families wouldn’t dare to offend them. 

“Alright!” “I’ll get the Ice Palace to take care of qijiu and help him get stronger!”Lin Yi nodded. 

“The Ice Palace?” Qikun was surprised-Lin Yi was talking big? He knew what kind of place the Ice Palace 

was, and Lin Yi was even talking to them? Naipao and nitian were both ancient rank, and yet they didn’t 

receive any special treatment-what did Lin Yi have to say in the Ice Palace? 

“Xiaoxiao stayed in the Ice Palace and became an inner sect disciple, as well as the sect master’s junior 

Sister.” Lin Yi didn’t need to hide it from qikun anymore-it was just to make him believe in things! 

Of course, Lin Yi was using this as an excuse-he couldn’t make the Ice Palace do anything for him, and 

making them help him deal with other people was unrealistic! But getting Xiaoxiao to put in a good 

word and take care of qijiu was as easy as lifting a finger! 



Who in the Ice Palace didn’t know who Xiaoxiao was? She was the heir of the ice Mountain, the next 

sect master of the Ice Palace-who would reject her for something so insignificant? 

He couldn’t contact the Ice Palace directly, but he’d recorded the inn’s address-he just needed to send 

the letter to that manager li and have him deliver it. 

“Ah!” Qikun’s eyes went wide,”Boss, you’re in a relationship with an ancient sect?” 

Lin Yi only smiled, not explaining further. 

Qikun was getting more and more happy at his decision-he could already see the moment he became 

the head of the Hidden House Zhao … 

“That’s right, boss, that old madman left, so why don’t I hurry up and run? What if he comes back?” 

Qikun suddenly remembered something important. 

“What can you do if you come back? Do you think we can escape? “A Sky class’s perception isn’t 

something we can escape from …” Lin Yi smiled bitterly-he’d learned a lot from this trip to the Ice 

Palace. The huge mountain was under the control of Bing Tang and Qing, and he wouldn’t be able to get 

far in the snow and in the blizzard. It’d be too easy for the weird man to catch up to them! 

Plus, Lin Yi wanted to know what the strange man said he was going to get something good. Although 

Lin Yi didn’t want to take the treasure, he couldn’t help but be curious! 

The old man was already pitiful enough for losing his disciple-Lin Yi didn’t want to take advantage of 

him. 

At that thought, Lin Yi realized that he’d become a lot Kinder. When he first came to Songshan, he 

wasn’t someone who liked to meddle in other people’s business, and it didn’t really matter to him 

whether they lived or died. 

But now … Perhaps, she had been influenced by the people around her. 

“Ah? It can’t be!” Naturally, qikun believed Lin Yi’s words, and his face turned bitter,”What if he comes 

back and goes crazy again?” 

“Don’t worry, if I don’t provoke him, he probably won ‘t. ” Lin Yi said. 

As the two of them were talking, the sound of footsteps came from outside the cave again. It was 

obvious that the strange man had returned! 

Qikun patted his chest-he was so lucky he didn’t leave. If he did, that weird man really would’ve caught 

up! 

“I’m back, I’m back!” The weird man rushed into the cave happily and couldn’t contain his joy when he 

saw Lin Yi. He walked over quickly and handed Lin Yi an oil paper bag,”My good disciple, master has kept 

this map for so many years and didn’t let your bad martial uncle and the others get it. Haha, it’s 

impossible for them to get that treasure even in their dreams!” 

Lin Yi looked at the package, not sure if he should take it or not! 



According to the strange man, the thing in the oil paper bag should be a treasure map, and the hidden 

item should be a treasure. Perhaps it was this treasure that brought the disaster of the strange man and 

his disciple’s extermination! 

But how could Lin Yi take it for himself? It’d be fine if the man was a bad guy, but he was a poor guy. Lin 

Yi really didn’t want anything from him, or he’d regret it when he woke up. 

“This …” Lin Yi didn’t reach out for it. 

“Take it? My good disciple, what are you doing?” The strange man was confused when Lin Yi didn’t 

reach out for it. 

“Okay …” Lin Yi had no choice but to take the package. 

“Quickly open it and see if there’s any damage!” The strange man said,”originally, I remember the things 

drawn on the map. But over the years, my memory has become worse and worse. I can’t remember 

some of them. I’m old now … I can only go and get them.” 

“Okay …” Lin Yi listened to the strange man’s incoherent words and opened the package. Who knew if 

the man would go crazy again if he didn’t do as he was told? 

Lin Yi opened the package and saw that it was indeed a treasure map, but it was only half a map. 

“Where’s your other half of the map? quickly take it out and piece it together!” “After we’re done, I’ll 

take you to search for treasure!” The strange man said. 

“I … I don’t have the other half with me …” Lin Yi smiled bitterly. 

“You didn’t bring it? That’s right, how can you carry such an important thing with you all the time? It 

would be bad if the bad guys in the sect found it and snatched it!” After saying this, the strange man 

sighed.”Sigh, I was the one who hid this treasure back then. The map was also split into two after I drew 

it. But with my memory … I can’t even remember what I drew on this half …” 

“Master, I’ll leave this map with you for now. We’ll talk about it after I get my half.” Lin Yi said as he 

prepared to return the map to the strange man. 

 


